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How We Can HelpStart Mediation

Family Mediation Near You

Empower your family's future with our expert mediation services across Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, Cambridgeshire, Leicestershire, the East of England and Beyond.

Resolve conflicts near you efficiently—divorce, child custody, property division, Child Inclusive Mediation.




 Our Services
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 Family Mediation
Helps you to reach a mutually acceptable agreement around issues such as children, property, and finances when seperating.
Learn More

 Child Inclusive Mediation
Family Mediation that incorporates the child's voice to help enable inclusive, effective agreements and resolution.
Learn More

 Post Agreement Mediation
Coaching, supportive education, and training to help parents effectively manage court-ordered or mediated agreements.
Learn More

 Become A Mediation Champion
Celebrate 40 Years of Family Mediation by joining us as a Mediation Champion. Be a part of the solution!
Learn More

 Inheritance Mediation
Inheritance mediation explores the options of achieving a satisfactory settlement when a loved one dies.
Learn More

 Centre for Excellence
The Centre for Excellence explore ways of maintaining excellence in mediation through training and research.
Learn More




   "I would especially like to thank Jane (Mediator) for all her help in making us both realise that our personal feelings towards each other and personal needs for ourselves should not affect our sons wellbeing, something we had both lost sight of. 

Our son has gone from a very insecure and anxious boy at the start of the process to the happy confident boy he used to be before we parted, something I'm sure without Jane's help we would still be struggling with."
 BOOK A MIAM

 
 

 Key Information



Key information for anyone looking to access Family Mediation
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 The Cost of Mediation
Please find answers to all your questions regarding the cost of mediation
Learn More

 Legal aid support
Legal aid and reduced fee rates could support you through the process of mediation
Learn More

 Mediation FAQs
Everyone has a lot of questions - we have gathered some of the most frequent here
Learn More

 Mediation locations
Mediation is delivered across the England; find your nearest location
Learn More

 Additional Support
Additional resources that can help you through mediation and separation
Learn More




    Free £500 Mediation Voucher
 The Family Mediation Trust will be providing clients with access to a free £500 voucher to support the cost of mediation relating to child and AIM cases.
 > The vouchers can be used in conjunction with Legal Aid support.
> The funding is provided by the Ministry of Justice. 
> The Family Mediation Trust will undertake all administration relating to the voucher, so the client does not need to worry.
> The vouchers will be discussed with you at the MIAM stage.

CALL TO FIND OUT MORE 01603 620588
 
 
  





 
 
 Real Stories From Mediation
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Rebuilding for the Sake of Lincoln
Mark initially approached us, he admitted to some hesitations as misinformation and a sense of pride had clouded his perception of the mediation process.


Father needing a voice
Mediation helped ensure that David was able to hear his daughters' voices and make decisions.


Special Guardianship
Tim used mediation to arrange contact with his son, who was the subject of a Special Guardianship Order.


Child mediation
Helping children spend time with both mum and dad: the story of Nigel, Emma and Jake


The value of a MIAM
Avoid a stressful court battle while also saving money: the story of John and Zoe


Financial mediation
Financial mediation in later life provides a clean break: the story of Ron and Barbara


Post-breakup mediation
Penny keeps in contact parent when she moves abroad


Domestic abuse
Effective mediation in cases that include domestic abuse: the story of Jane and David


Who Keeps the Passport
Case study about a couple who used mediation to resolve disputes over passports and reach an agreement.






What Our Clients Say
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 "The service is well organised and efficient communication is clear and the mediators are very thorough" 
Jane: Mediation Client





     
 I highly recommend this service they was extremely understandable and helpful. I'm thankful I use this service and finally manage to resolve my problem. 
Michael: Mediation Client





     
 "Would recommend as we think its good to try and sort out issues with people who are not actually involved" 
Fred: Mediation Client





     
 "Jenny provided some very good stories of real life scenarios that were eye opening and was very understanding to each individual" 
Sarah: SPIPS Referral




  



   "The staff involved were knowledgeable, impartial and incredibly professional."
 
 

 Why Mediation?








 
0%
Positive outcomes from mediation

 
0
Average days from first enquiry to MIAM

 
0%
How much cheaper is separation using mediation?

 
0%
How much quicker is separation using mediation?





Partners
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 Contact








    	Charing Cross Centre, Norwich NR2 1DN
	The Family Mediation Trust is a registered Charity No. 1041476.
Registered as a company limited by guarantee and registered in England No. 2975404


© The Family Mediation Trust 2020

 	 +44-01603 620588 - Norfolk
	 +44-01223 576308  - Cambridge
	 +44-01733 860376 - Peterborough 
	 families@thefamilymediationtrust.org
	 The phone line is open between the following times:
09.00 to 17.00 Monday to Friday

 
 	 
	 
	 

 
    Name:*


Email Field*


Phone Number:*


Which county do you live in? Cambridgeshire
 Norfolk
 Peterborough
 Suffolk
 Essex
 Other




Message:*
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